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£40

How they work

£100

Pop-up
display stand
£199 £239

Large C-shaped
fabric booth
£895 £995

Still our number one selling display.

Create an immersive experience at your event,

And so much more imposing than a

with these fabric Booths. Rent ‘space only’

roller banner.

instead of a shell scheme and rock up with one
of these bad boys. They clip together in under

Inside is a smart aluminium frame. We’ve

ten minutes and collapse into a carry case.

run contests to see how quickly these

Inside each stand is an

Product code FDSPREFC

Product code FDSLDNFC

Booths squeeze into a 3x2.5m space or use

out its carry case and clip

Beat that and tweet us a picture and

them to create secluded meeting areas as part

together in a few minutes.

your time to get a treat.

of a bigger stand, or in your office.

Then stretch a fabric
‘duvet’ graphic over the

2.5m

can be put up. And it’s under 3 minutes.

aluminium frame. Take it

The fabric cover is double-sided as

frame and zip up.

We’ll design an engaging, wraparound image
or theme to suit your brand. It’ll make your

standard. That means you can switch the
message, depending on which event

sales pitch more persuasive.

3.0m

you’re at. One for networking, one for
your reception.

Roller banner
£61.10 each £71.10

Product code BSPSVGBF

£30

£10

Seating cube
£129 each £159

Product code FDSBOSFC

Create branded seating areas

450mm

with these cuties. Each stool has

Our best selling roller banner is

a high-density foam cube inside

reduced in January. Lightweight and

and a washable fabric cover.

instant to assemble. Each is 2m high

Put different designs on each of

by 800mm wide.

the six sides, or the same one

Take out the carry case (included),

450mm

snap the pole together and pull up.

repeating on all.
Pop the cover in the washing

Printed on a robust, 410gsm grey

machine if your guests or visitors

back film which prevents light from

have particularly dirty bottoms.

shining through.
450mm

Even in a digital world, there’s still a

20%

place for a carbonless form. They’re

Fast&Few® NCR sets

available in a variety of sizes in either

20%

duplicate or triplicate sets.

You don’t need to spend a fortune on custom
packaging. Buy blank bags or boxes and pimp

Great for agreements, bills, invoices

them with colourful branded stickers.

or repair logs. Give the client a copy

Give a gift and personalise the

The quantity of stickers per sheet depends on chosen style:

and keep one for yourself. Add a third

packet for just a few pence.

E.g. 20 sheets of 37x37mm circles = 700 stickers

copy for your accountant.

20 sheets from £25 £31.50

Product code FFK?

Add optional numbering or drill holes.

2 Part Carbonless Fast&Few® NCR Sets

250
500
1,000

A6

1/3rd A4

A5

A4

£43

£43

£51

£69

£54.90

£54.90

£63.90

£86.40

£58

£65

£72

£127

£72.90

£81.90

£90.90

£159.30

£87

£94

£128

£215

£108.90

£117.90

£160.20

£269.10

product code DINSA62?

product code DINS3A2?

product code DINSA52?

product code DINSA42?

See prices for 3 part Carbonless Fast&Few® NCR Sets online

37x37mm
Circles

45x45mm
Circles

25x25mm
Squares

37x37mm
Squares

40x20mm
Rectangles

30x50mm
Rectangles

35 stickers per sheet

24 stickers per sheet

70 stickers per sheet

35 stickers per sheet

48 stickers per sheet

30 stickers per sheet

64x64mm
Circles

76x76mm
Circles

51x51mm
Squares

80x80mm
Squares

45x80mm
Rectangles

68x96mm
Rectangles

12 stickers per sheet

6 stickers per sheet

15 stickers per sheet

6 stickers per sheet

12 stickers per sheet

8 stickers per sheet

£40

Medium C-shaped
fabric booth
£595 each £795

Product code FDSWELFC

Slimline fabric stand
The most compact of our booths fits

£149 each £189

Product code FDSKESFC

into a 2.4m by 2m space.
We’ve seen these make enchanting

Already a bestseller, this new super

story corners in schools. Or secluded

skinny 2.3m high display is much more

‘task’ spaces for open plan offices.

imposing than a paper roller banner.

£200

Print both sides to create an
‘outside’ and cosy ‘inside’ space.

Pop up the frame in minutes and slide
on the double-sided fabric sleeve.
Get different messages on each side –

The frame collapses into a small

great for navigation signage.
2.0m

carry case.

2.4m

Table top
standing cards

Metal wall signs

Special

from £155 £163.80

A6 size 10 from £41 £44.10

Product code IGSCA6

A5 size 10 from £50 £53.10

Product code IGSCA5

A4 size 10 from £64 £67.50

Product code IGSCA4

Product code IGTS?

PRICES
Sometimes these are called ‘pan signs’
and they’re a bit like a big biscuit tin
lid. They’re made from aluminium and
covered in full colour laminated vinyl.

Perfect for table-top point of sale. Each has
a rigid foamex front and cardboard strut

Available in virtually any size and

attached to the back.

with a choice of a 50mm edge, or
slimline 25mm. Supplied with wooden

Choose from standard rectangular sizes,

Special

batons – ask a grown-up to fix them to

or add extra impact by optionally shaping

the wall and then screw the sign into

them (from £30). Don’t forget to keep a flat

the baton.

bottom though, otherwise they’ll fall over.

PRICES

Use outdoors for building signage

In January, there’s special new prices, so you

or indoors for navigation and

can give them a try.

Comes pre-drilled
and complete with
timber batons and
screws for wall fixing

wayfinding.

OptionAl extras

3.0 metre curved
pop-up stand

3.0 metre straight
pop-up stand

£389 each £489

£449 each £519

Product code FDSROMFC

Product code FDSNYCFC

No more stupid, heavy magnetic

Use these as exhibition backdrops or as

bars to fiddle with. No more easily-

partitions. Create dramatic themed areas

damaged, impossible to line-up

to stop people in their tracks.

panels. Just one continuous graphic in
glorious HD.

RIALTO BRIDGE
£415 each

Product code FDSHAMFC
(shown with Stage 30 – available separately)
TV not included

Each frame is double sided, so back and
front can be totally different.

Our most popular lightweight, pop-up,
fabric backdrop display is 3m wide by
2.3m high. Choose different designs

Pimp your Stage 30 with a Rialto bridge,
Queen Peacock or Wing 9 scalloped sides.

on each side, for multiple events.

£100

£70

Special

Create eye-catching wall-mounted graphics
in a choice of materials. Now there’s no need

Instantly brand your car or

PRICES

to stick with rectangles – we can make simple,

20%

effective shapes.

van. Then instantly remove.

Foamex is available from 1mm to 10mm thick.

Then snap back on. And off again.

Made from heavy-grade foam PVC with solid white edges.

You get the idea.

Easily screwed to walls.

Magnetic graphics are the simplest and most

From £38 per sq. metre £47.70

Product code IGFX?S?

cost-effective way to add logos or livery to

Correx is made out of twin-walled polypropylene, making

your vehicle. Great if you change vehicles

them tough, durable and impact resistant. Use indoors or out.

frequently or if you only want to display

From £36 per sq. metre £45.90

graphics some of the time.

Composite Aluminium, like Dibond, is hard-wearing and
3mm thick. Ideal for outdoor graphics like hoardings or

Introductory pricing
from £41 each £44.10

Product code IGCX?

Product code IGMAG?

information panels.
From £51 per sq. metre £64.80

Product code IGDB3S

WING 9

from £215 each

Product codes FDSBR0FC
(shown with Stage 30 – available separately)

QUEEN PEACOCK
from £445 each

Product codes FDSMI0FC
(shown with Stage 30 – available separately)
TV not included

